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AN ADDITION TO m PAPER: ON CERTAIN THEOREMS OP BERRY AND k 
LIMIT.THEOREM OP PELLER 
Cyril LENXRTt KoSice 
B.M. Zolotarev in a hithertio unpublished paper [ 1J (see 
the abstract [2J p. 37) hae given an improved estimate of Ber-
ry s constant, which occurs in the estimates (4) aafl (10) in 
13]. As a consequence, some estimates of Theorems 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 [3] 
can be improved. Thus we get instead of the estimate (8) in 
Theorem 1 [ 3] the estimate 
(8') M < 3,S01 56 , 
instead of the estimates (14) and (16) in Theorems 2,3 13J the 
estimates 
(14') M < 1,101 K , 
(16') M < 2 , r0? f£*)ST< 
Lastly, for the estimate of the constant 6 in Theorem 4 
13) (formula (22) a)) we get 
(22') A) l e i < M * 8 . 
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